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!Icy" aim in this opsning address of the Eighth General Session 

of ~he Econ~l\1:l,.~ po~.i,_ssiop for A;f'.rioa. is to .e;x,l.mine in some detail 

the problems we,. the M,r;toan countries, face in .. our efforts to secure 
. C 1,'_ , - • 

rapid economic and soc.i&l deyelopment for the bene;fi t o:f 310 million 
. . ,, ··.•· ' 

people on this continent. During the two years.in which I have had 
. t, . , - . 

the honour to be the Chairman of ECA, I haVl:l been impressed by the 

dif:ficul tie.a we :face, the eff:orts the African. :countrie$ are making 

.:·._.:and thir imiumerable opportun;t ties which are yet to l,e reoognii:.ed and 

el:))loi ted, I do :q'lt ha.ye to J.)Oint out to this distinguished gathei'ing 

tte fact that ulti!llately .the job of developing _this o,mtinent is 

e;itirely our,., and tha,t through oQ.-.ope-ration the job will be easi0r 

in the sense that the opjeotive of a 1Justained and, a higher rate of 

development in Africa will be achieved. earlier. But ·truly rapid 

development will also reg_uire .,the adV11,noed co1.mtries to increase 

their assistance ta Africa and to carry ou~ same obviously neoeaaary 

reforms in their aid J;)ro~ammes, 

During the cou.rs,e1:llf, !llY apeeoh I will :Propose for ,your oonsi

dera tion a pro~a.mme of. aotion.,covering the following. especially• 

cri tioal areas 1 construction ,of a oontinenta.l infrastruo-turo, 

e:q,ansion of food production, storage and m<l.rket:itng;. de'l'eilo~nt · 

of human resou.roes; and collection, analysis and dissemination of 

eccnomio informa.tion. 

I have cllosen this oooa.sion and this platform to make this 

eta1ement because here all those intimately oonoertled with the task 

of development in Afrioa are gathered together to consider and identify 

possible areas of co-oporstionand collaboration. At the aa.m'e time the 

ECA, being a regional organization of the United Nations, provides the 

pra,~tioal agen<'.'y through which to speak to most, if not all, interested 

na.t:Lona and international organizations. 
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My statement will inevitably be long. However, it is not 

intended to be conclusive or e:x:hauetive 1 but rather a basis for 

discussion which will hopefully lead to an agreed plan of action, 

If we genuinely desire aotion 1 then it is fitting that the initiative 

should come from Africa, 

The first six years of the Development Deo&dQ bavs passed, It 

has been a period of disappointment bordering on failure, whether 

measured in terms of UN targets, expectations in developing countries, 

or possibilities ao indioa.ted by the wealth of the advanced oryu.ntries, 

Over that period the average person in .the wealthy countries improved 

his income by approximately ~220 to ~1,8oO per annum while per capita 
inoome in the very poor nations advanoed by perhaps ~7 to ~90 per 

annum, Admittedly the *7 could have been less, and it is therefore 

a measure of both slight accomplishment and major defeat. If progress 

continues at this rate we. will be able in retrospect to rename the 

Development Decade the Dollar-A-Year Decade, That to me is an apt 

desoription of utter failure,. 

Where ia the flow of offioial oapital that was to approach 

1 per cent of the gross national product of the advanoed oountries? 

Where are the softer loans and the longer maturities? Where are the 

reduoed trade barriers, the effective oommodity agreements and the 

improved terms of trade? Where i.s. the aesaul t on ignorance and the 

development of natural resouroes? Theseobjeotives remain visions or 

intelleotuals and promises of politicians. The harsh reality is that 

too little has been done. Indeed, if we.base our future outlook on 

the present state of affairs our pessimism is fully. warrante.d. , We 

are in danger that the bright promise of the Development Dsoade, 

&lre&dy ·tarnished, may yet dissolve oompletely in the dull. reality 

of &ojeot and prolonged poverty,' 

' 

-
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The net flow of long-term ca.pi tal from the rich ,rorld to the poor 

is Let increasing, O,E.c,D. has estimated that in 1561 the net flow 

(including the cost of technical assistance) of official and private 

oai;i tal was $9.2 billion, that it dropped to :i8,3 billion in 1963, but 

rose in 1965 to $10.0 billion, The flow of official capital, which reflects 

bett0r the policies of governments, has scarcely changed over this period 

movinG only from .i6,l billion to ,6,4 billion, and commitments in 1965 

were actually ,1,6 billion less than in 1964. None of these figures 

ha.a 'been adjusted for price changes. It is probable that the 1965 flow 

wouLl. not in fact buy ,~ore investment goods than the 1961 flow, During 

this aame period the tei~1s of trade have deteriorated, populations have 

gro1:r, and the terms of loans have hardened, all of which have reduced the 

valu:; to developing cou,1tries of the 1965 flow a.s compared with the 1961 

flo,;, The flows are disaJpointing also in terms of the target of l per 

cent of gross national product in the advanced countries, In this respeot 

the i et official flow has fallen from O. 60 per cent in 1961 to 0,49· per 

cent in 1965. 

3ut the full picture is even worse than this, ~'he figures reported 

by C.3,C,D, are net of repayments of principal ar+d the repatriation of 

capital, but no account has been taken of other reverse flows of capital, 

such c,s investments in L1dustria.l countries by resic1ents of developing 

countries, a~d interest and divident payments. 

ri~e outlook, when these factors are ta.ken into account has been stated 

very •Jlea.rly by Mr. Woods of the World Bank: 

'These (reverse) payments are continuing to rise at a.n accelerating 
rate, and in a little more than 15 years, on present form, would 
offset the inflo,r completely, In short, to go on doing what the 
ca.pi tal-exporting countries a.re now doing will, in the not too 
lor,g run, amount to doin&, nothing at all, 11 

Le,t I c: face it the devel.oving countries a.re in the greatest danger of not 

develc-ping at all, Hampered by bare subsistence-level incomes, domestic 

capi b.1 can scarcely be accumulated, even with the striotest of ta.x:a.tion 

measuc·es, at a rate sufficient to main ta.in per capita incomes in the face of 

grow.in,; populations, 
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The prospect that forei:,n capital may dry up occurs at a time when 

the weal thy nations are achieving unprecedented rates of growth. Indeed 

it is not unlikely that per capita income for the whole of the rich world 

may double over the next 30 years from ~l, 800 to ;:,, 600 per annum, Even 

astounding saccess in the ve:.;1 poor countries could not na.=ow this gap. 

Increasing incomes by ten times from ,,90 to ;900 would still mean that· 

30 ~·ears hence, the gap woulcJ. be ,2, 700 as compared with H, 710 today, 

But to be threatened with no growth at all is intolerable, 

The shrinkage of foreign capital ~s already having a number of undesirable 

side effects, First, spheres of influence, from which· all newly independent 

nations ,,ant to escape, are iastead continuing and indeed in many oases 

becoming more clearly defined. Declining aid means that bilateral sources 

are becoming more and more selective in determining which countries should 

be privileced to receive it, After all, a "friends first" policy is not 

illogical so long as the bulk of aid is bilateral in nature, '.l'he obvious 

pressure on the developin;.:, nations to choose or suffer is :regrettable but 

real. Secor,d, .the developin:, nations themselves - findinc their joint 

efforts to increase total aid. unavailing - are being reduced to scrambling, 

coinpetively and ignominiously, for the limited funds that are available, 

lihen Country A gets a .soft loan from the fotemational Development 

Association, everyone knows that there is less for the rest, Finally, 

declining :funds means that all aid negotiations and preliminary red tape 

are proloncted - perhaps simply to keep corps of experts busy; possibly to 

make the shortage of funds less apparent. 

The growing oomplexi ty o:1' aid negotiations, some of which are beyond 

the means of developing cou:.-,~ries to cope with, is al!fJO co::itributing to an 

apparent a.;;ibi-valenoe toward. foreign oapi tal among developing countries, 

The stark reality of the need for foreign capital is op..,osed by the irritation 

of bargaining for it, the fru0tration· of growing numbers of refusals, and the 

increasing external supervisio;1 which at times borders on interference in 

domestic affairs, The ambivalence is therefore, and to an increasing extent, 

the mere reflection of the sc~rcity of foreign capital and the onerous 

terms on 1:hich it can be obtained. 
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This dire outloc'c is onl;,, hardened when one notes the gxowing hos:tili ty 

tc forei 5n aid in the ad.vanoed countries. When aiC is not r·ecei ved ,ri th the 

"ap::;ropriate" degree of humility and e,rati tude, that fact is noted in 

political forums eveI"JWhere. The priority aocorded aid is reduced and it 

fr,,ccuently is given the status of a sacrificial lamb - something to be 

gi'r<m up whenever other ,:,roblems arise. Thus aid, much of which must be 

a :.ong-term commi tmont to be effective, is curtailed as a means of 

alleviating short-term balance of payments problems even though these 

prublems are largely the result of dealings among the developed nations 

thE1aselves. Aid ma:, be out if recessions threaten, wars escalate, or 

political parties change power. Thus aid becomes u.~stable and an impossible 

ba.nis for planning; its effectiv~mess is considerably reduced. The 

gro,ring hoatili ty touards aid also reinforces the attitude that a.id should 

be tied - to direct imports even though at higher than world market prices, 

to ~uality standards even though they make no sense in a poor country, 

to ~lamour projects even though these are of marginal value to development, 

an0 to political support even though the support is not genuine. 
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!.he Future of Aid 

The present status of aid toda;7 holds 1,0 ;,romise for the future. 

C,ptimistioally it rr.eans gently rising :per capita incomes to a chi eve for 

the very poor co1.111tries perhaps $200 per annum b;, the end of the oen tury; 

it c1eans rising debts and perennial balai;ce of payments prob.1.ems; it 

means continu.o'.lsl.r falling terms of trade and contbued barriers to the 

sale cf industrial products, it means no escape from the abyss of primary 

_production. 

This future cannot be regarded with complacency uiywhere in the 

world today. It is a future that is unacceptable, unstable and un

realistic. But that future will not be ,chane:ed unless the urgency of 

change to,day is reoogr.ized and ti:.e wheels of motion unlocked. It is no 

lont;er enough to exaggerate our meagre accomplishments and, to disregard 

the enormous probler.1s that re,,ain unsolved, We have a choice which is 

really not a oho ice at all - we can wait foi' the debacle, we can sit 

idly by while our hopes and aspirations turn into despair, or we can 

recognize the sit11s and initiate a constructive an:i co-operative programme 

for the develop: .. ent of the poor countries of the world to the mutual 

benefit of both the rich and the poor. The generation ahead will be 

decisive - we either solve this problem or set the stage for world-wide 

turmoil and catastrophe, 

In one sense we seek a world-wide revolution in values and 

priorities, ir. a financial sense, 11owever, we need only a minor change. 

To achieve either, the problern of uneven development throughout the 

world must be seen as a world problem and not as a case of charity to 

the poor. Both the urgency and the enormity of the problem must be 

appreciated P.nd the sper,ciing priorities in developed nations readjusted 

accordingly. Today tho world is spending well over $150 billion per 

annum on the actual or potential destruction of lives and :,;roperty as 

compared with the capital transfer from rich to p0or countries of about 

$10 billion per year. 
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The distortion in world values can be found :u1 the budgets of 

nearly all advanced countries, l'he rec,mtly announced US ·budget is. 

a1; example. Gr a total budget of :.,16:i billio;: 0ver .;73 billion is ear

mai:k,Ell:l. for defence of which nearly ~22 billion is allocated to Vietnam. 

By comparison, or:ly $3.1 billion is set aside for foreign aid and of 

this figuxe over 0ne, half billion is f'or ri\ili tary aid, The cold war and 

ideological differences accwnt for the bulk of· the world's defence 

spE<nding. These are issues which therefore reduce development capital 

and at the same time put pressm'e on developing countries to take sides, 

We in the developing nations are n0t interested in a blind commit

ment to one side or the other. The problem of development transcends 

such issues, The developing nations in Africa have made their approach 

clear - a mixed economy with room for both public and private investment 

but with government policy a deciding factor in promoting growth and 

enS'.lI'ing an equitable distribution of income. The ideological debate ia 

ess<>ntially irrelevant. In an., event, a concern with it ~hould not dis

guise the fact that the growing breach today is the gap 1:ietween the rich 

and the poor nations. Solve :hat problerr. and we can all play intellectual 

gam,3s together. 

The distortion of values that leads the developed world to spend 

over Zl50 billion per annum on def'ence is to be deplored - but it is 

not likely to be quickly or dr;:stically chmged. What a dream world to 

imagine that sum beine transferred annually es development capital to 

the developing nations. It is true that the poor nations need a massive 

infi.;.sion of capital to put them on the road to rapid growth, but a 

maeEive infusivn to them is a pittance to the advanced countries. 

Another $10 billion per annum is a massive increase 1n capital which 

wousd double the present net flow. Yet that increase is only 6 per 

oeyn; of the world's defence expenditure and a bare o.8 rer cent of 

the gross national product of the wealtll,j· nations. 
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If the urgent needs of the developing nations are to be met, 

the advanced countries r,JUst themselves accept a aifferent image of 

foreign aid and see capital flows to developing countries in true 

perspective. "Aid" has the unfortunate cor.notation of a gift Ybc.,.,-_ 

donor receives nothing in return except perhaps the biblical satis

faction of being a "good Samaritan". A good share of aid is not a 

gift, however, and much of that which is labelled by O.E.C.D., "Grants 

and Grant-like Contributions" is not for development purposes but 

rather is intended for military aid. The term covers also subscription 

capital furnished to multilateral organizations, sales for recipients' 

currencies and loans repayable in recipients' currencies. 

To a considershle extent, therefore, aid is falsely advertised 

and information is not available to correct the illusions involved. 

Of the $6.3 billion of net official aid in 1965 at least $1.0 billion 

and perhaps as much as ~1.7 billion was for military aid. About $0.8 

billion was sales for recipients' currencies, mostly for famine relief, 

and over $1.0 billion was for technical assistance. Assuming thie 

balance was intended for development capital, approximately $3.0 billion 

of the $6.3 billion was for that purpose. Of this amount 1,2.0 billion 

was in the form of loans net of repayments, and $0.5 billion was grants 

and subscriptions to multilateral organizations, most of which, inci

dentally, reaches developing countries in the form of loans. 

All uf these forms of aid are important to the developing countries 

but we must distinguish between them in order to judge their impact on 

development and the extent to which development capital itself is 

financed by grants as orposed to loans. Granted that there is some 

scope for substitution among the various uses of foreign capital, it 

is nevertheless useful and necessary to identify major categories of 

aid both by count~ies of origin and by recipient countries. The major 

-
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catec:ories are those I have mentioned - development capital, technical 

assie: tance, rnili tary aid, and fcod supplies payable in recipients 1 

currency .. 

Official development capital is transferred mainly through the 

mech&nism of loans. There is an element of aid in these loans because 

many of them are tendered on softer terms than the developing countries 

coulc. obtain otherwise. Nevertheless, if "aid" is given the connota

tion of "gift" or "grant", the inclusion of the principal amounts as 

aid is another example of false advertising. The amounts involved 

coulc. equally well be obt"'ined for the same repayment, partly as grants 

and ;,artly as loans at commercial rates, In 1964, for example, official 

bilateral loans were extended at an average interest rate of 3 per cent 

for an average maturity period of 28.4 years. If we assume that the 

developing countries could have borrowed on the capital markets in 

concE,rt or through a joint development bank at 6 per cent, approximately 

29 _[Er cent of the amounts advanced could be regarded as a grant, the 

balar:ce being commercial loans, The importance of' this approach in 

measc.ring aid as opposed to capital flow is made very clear when a 

similar computation is made for 1:)65 when official bilateral loans 

were advanced on the average fer 22 years at 3,6 per cent. Only 20 

per cent of the amounts loaned in 1965 would qualify as grant as 

compared with 29 per cent a year earlier, indicating the very substan

tial hardening of terms that has occurred. 

The effectiveness of technical assistance and development 

cspi,al must be viewed in a larger context than has been usual in the 

past. The primary aim is to raise per capita incomes which must be 

d.one by striving to increase the ratios of capital and high-level 

manpower to less skilled labour in the context of ii!Odern technology, 

All developing countries aro characterized by a shortage of capital 

rela,ive to less skilled labour and most also are short of high-level 

manpcwer. The ratio of capital to labour in the poor countries can 

be iLproved in four ways - thro1.J€h an inflow of capital, domestic 
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saving and invest",cnt, an outflow of labour, i.e. emigration, and 

family planning. 

Domestic saving and investment cannot be a sufficient source of 

capital by itself to promote a rapid rate of growth. Incomes are too 

low. Some marginal increases can per'..aps be generated through im

provement of fiEcal policies and methods of tax collection, the pro

liferation of savings media, and tighter control of capital outflow. 

The developing nations do, however, have a major responsibility 

to slow the rate of growth of their populations through appropriate 

family planning programmes, An important reason for the more rapid 

rates of growth of per capita incomes in the advanced countries is the 

slower rates of growth of their populations - for example, in Europe, 

0,9 per cent per annum and in North A--,,·•.>ica 1,7 per cent, In contrast 

populations in developing areas, in which two-thirds of the world's 

population already live, are growing much more rapidly - for example, 

2,3 per cent in Africa and Asia and 2.8 per cent in Central and South 

America. 

Increased emigration of less ~1:illed labour would also ease 

development problems, but immigration barriers in advanced countries 

are too firmly rooted and entrenched. The developing nations cannot 

hope to solve their problems by sending abroad the illiterate, un

skilled and unemployed thus enab 1 ing essentially the same output to 

be shared among fewor people. Indeed immigration barriers can today 

be hurdled only by the relatively well trained and educated. Thus 

the developing nations with their limited resources are subsidizing 

the advanced nations whenever highly trained people educated at the 

expense of developing countries emigrate to richer countries, 

The fact that people cannot :isve 1' '1adily from poor to rich 

nations magnifies the burden that must be placed on the flow of 

capital from the rich to the poor, if the capital-labour ratio is 

to be noticeabl;y i ffiJ11'0vcil ir. ths a_eveloping nations. Moreover; 
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the difficulty cf me•.· ing capi".al to the poor na ticns is compounded 

by trade barriers imposed by the richer countries against the products 

of the poorer countries. The removal of these barriers would make 

many investments in developing countries both profitable and attractive 

by providing access to markets that are not now available. Advanced 

countries cannot impooo rest1°iotions on trade and the movement of 

labour and then argue that capital should freely seek its most profit

able opportu."1ities. Capi~al, in tu~n, must be regulated, cajoled, 

induced and subsidized to flow to the developing nations if any headway 

is to be made against the othGr injustices. 

Finally, technical e.ssiotJ.nce fu"'!d development capital, even if 

fitlanced by grants, E'.r0 not devoid of bwefits to the richer countries 

which supply t!o.c01. 'I:C.:, bu:.1, of developr.e·1t capital is immediately used 

ir:.comes a.r .. d e"'7]_0~~~.c'1·C :'.:1 t::-:ic;: ·.;o:.x1-!·:. .. :_c~. }nd much of the income 

er aa tod j_n the c:1.cs:relcpi~g :'!a °tions j~-1~r.3ccen th9 domc.nd for consumer 

go,ds import:oi from a::,road. bdocJ, n:uch of the potential growth of 

tt9 :richer natio:oG is oordi tio,c,al o:-i a rapj_clly growing external demand. 

TL~t OO:-idi-tic:.1 '..,:·,. cc cc:o'.': tci o.·; ve::y l:,ttle cost in the developing 

ar,,as of tl::o 1,:ir1.c1. in whic'1 ov .. , two-~'.1ircl.~ of the world's population 

no•, lives. A c:::211 i,:,.vou ':x.:-it today will pay handsome returns in the 

future. It L; F:,1, how0·,c~·, c,:1 eso ::1 tial ingredient of any formula 

to ex:,:iand t'," flo,1 of dc:c.:.or-:-.c:ot o:,.pi tal that the richer countries 

peroo:.-re cc:·:cococ].y ':': 2:1· cac., c;-:,2.ko in doing so. Expanding the flow 

of develo:pc:0:c, c 0
::,~-::.-::-.. :.c, cl~:c::-!.y a mattGr of mutual interest and 

benefit. I"'°!0..cs1:, zo J.o~.1 2'3 r::: r_•c·u.!'o3s a:i::-e lL"'ld0r-utilized in ar._y part 

·of. the wo:·:'..c., w2 c2::no1' b:i cC1tj3fLsd with the level of material wel

fa:,e ac:yw,~c-~o, 
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A Strategy for Af~ 

The logical next step would be to outline the specific problems of 

each of the major developing areas of the world, to propose positive 

programmes for alleviating them, and to suggest procedu~es for mobiliz

_ing the_ required manpower and capital, It would be presumptous for me 

to undertake this kind of assignment for Asia or Latin America, and 

inde d I hesitate to do so for Africa wi. th whose problems I feel some 

affinity and familiarity. I ,iill, however, at·,empt some tentative 

soundings and offer some preliminary sketches of these matters as they 

relate to the African developing area, 

We need, as my friend Mr, Traore of Chad has suggested, a Marshall 

Plan for Africa, a massive infusion of manpower and capital, Admittedly 

the situation of Africa today differs in many respects, as I will point 

out, from that of Europe after World War II,_ but the imaginative 

concept and vigorous ap roach are readily adaptable, The Marshall Plan 

involved a capital movemsnt 20 years ago of nearly $14 billion from only 

one country over a three-year period, 80 per cent of it being outright 

grants, Since then, gross national p_•oduct in the rich nations has 

doubled and all the countries in that category are eligible to assist 

Africa, perhaps none more than the ~uropean countries which benefited 

so directly and greatly from the original Marshall Plan, and wl:tich also 

were the colonizers of Africa, It is for us in Africa to identify our 

problems, to prepare a comprehensive, co-ordinated and integrated 

programme suited to the s:Jecific needs of Africa, and to interest the 

advanced nations in the implementation of that programme, 

There are today in Africa 39 independent countries as compared to 

four prior to 1950 South Africa, the United Arab Republic, Liberia 

and Ethiopia - and ten prior to 1960, In the Development Decade 

itself, therefore, 29 African nations have emerged from colonial rule 

to political independence, and the struggle to eliminate colonial and 

fascist domination of our people is not yet over, 
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The belated achievement of independent status by so many African 

l:,ta.tes is the major reason why a massive development programme in Africa 

is so esoential today, It also explains why development needs in Africa 

differ in so many ways from requirements in other developing parts of 

the world, These differences mean that a development programme in 

Africa must be especially designed to solve our problems, Indeed many 

of the global policies and institutional arrangements that now govern 

the distribution of development capital were created before Africa threw 

off the yoke of colonialism, and in many ways are better fitted to the 

n~eds of the older developing nations, New policies and instit•tions 

m~y be needed to achieve more rapid development in Africa. 

Developing areas in Africa shared with Asia the rather doubtful 

distinction that at the beginning of the Development Decade approximately 

90 per cent of the population lived in areas where per capita incomes 

w,3re less than $100 per annum, while only 4 per cent of the Latin American 

pr>pulation lived in countries this poor. Between 1960 and 1964, however, 

according to O.E,C.D, estimates, production in less developed Africa has 

g,~own at only 4 per oent per annum while Latin America achieved 4.4 per 

c,mt, Asia, 4,9 per cent and tho /ltiddle East, 6, 7 per cent. Africa is 

,herefore not only among the poorest of developing areas but is also 

m0Lk.ing the slowest progress. It will take the massive and co-ordinated 

effort of which I speak to achieve a more presentable record, 1'he 

anhiovemer.t of independence by 29 African nations since 1959 is the first 

m"jor step in that direction, 

The problems of achieving independence and building national unity 

ar.d political stability have occupied some of our best minds so that it 

ic• only now that we can concentrate on o:1r economic problems. We have 

b,.d to reorganize and in some cas.os to cr,mte governm,mt and tax structures 

si;.itable to independence, to find equitable means for accommodating 

minority groups, to overcome the fears and pessimism of domestic and 

fcreign investors and to prevent flights of our precious capital. I 

would not sug6est that all of these problems aro finally solved, but I 

do feel that the time has come when we must co-ordinate our ef /orts in a 

major pursuit of economic development. Africa contains 20 per cent of 
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the world's land area and 9 par cent of tho world's population but it 

has been estimated that 80 per cent of our natural resources potential 

and 90 per cent of our potential of human res rnrces have yet to ·oe 

realized. Our people, fresh with independence, arc eager to advance. 

We must usti that eagerness for dovelo_pment if it is not to degenerato 

into disappointment and despair. 

I propos,,, therefore, that we in Africa should take the lead in 

planning and co-ordinating a programm0 for th0 economic dev0lopment of 

our continent. ':'his programme will require a massive inflow of capital 

over perhaps 30 years and an equally massive inflow of technical assistance 

personnel over 10 to 15 years. It will also require - and this is not 

a simple task - the close co-operation and full suppport of all independent 

developing.African nations. Such a programme should include the following 

four critical aspects: 

(1) the construction of a continental infrastructure; 

(2) the collection and analysis of economic information; 

(3) the expansion of food production, storage and marketing; 

(4) the development of human resources, 

I have not mentioned industrialization oxplicity in this list, but 

you will find as I go on that several of these aspects are directly 

related to more rapid industrialization, I have in fact discussed two 

of these aspects as they relate to industrial dcvolopmont in u recent 

address delivered in Addis Ababa at tho ECA sponsored m0eting of 

Industrialists and Financiers, I shall take the libGrty, however, of 

going over some old ground for the sake of completeness. 
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,, 
.A.s the colonial p0wers withdrew from the continent of Africa, they 

le:"-t behind a subdantial infrastructure built up with extensive invest

ments in those facilities needed to make the colonial system effective and 

pro:'i table. 11.s African countries have gained indApendence, further la_rge 

inv,istments have been made in extending and mcdernizing th,, t infrastructure. 

Today throughout Africa one finds modern harbour facilities capable 

of handling and servicing the largest of ships; railways with efficient 

rol:_ing stock running inland from these ports; a rapidly grDwing mileage 

of nodern, oc ten hard-surfaced roa,ds serving both r,1ilways and harbours; 

eff:.cient posts and telecommunics.tions, large, modern airports 

acc'.lmmodating the world's largest aircraft, extensive and rapidly growing 

pownr facilities; and well-staffed systems of governmental administration. 

But the infrastructure inherited from the colonial powers was 

des;_gned mainly to f::tcili tite trade between the colony and the 

metropolitan country. Tho main aim was to maintain "spheres of influence" 

and to link their "possessions" as effectively as possible with the home 

eco,1omies. The railways constructed ran from the interior to the coast; 

roaCs were built to serve the railways, posts und telecommunications also 

served primarily the need for communication between colony and homeland. 

ThA infrastructure effectively tied Africa to Europe but the African 

territories could scarcely communicate or trade with each other. There 

wer~, practically no transverse ro2_ds s,nd railways linking the African 

countries with each other. Even today it is virtually impossible to travel 

from Addis Ababa to Nairobi except by sea and air, goods cannot be 

trar.sported by railway across the continent; and telephone oalls between 

mar.:,· African countries must still be routed through London and Paris, 

This kind of infrastructure development was and is today reflected i• 

the pattern of Africa's trade. It is almost entirely with countries 

out,,ide of Africa. Indeed, one q_uarter of t-frican production is sold 

abrcad and one thiru is imported. Even the exports and imports of the 
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Vnited Kingdom, a country often said to be exceedingly dependent on foreign 

trade, bOnstitute only 18 and 22 per oent respectively of her national 

output. 

Obviously the development of any continent must depend in part on 

trade with other continents, but the full potential for development in 

africa cannot possibly be realized without a rapidly growing internal trade 

among neighbouring countries. The advantages of external trade are well 

known, but w~thout an extensive and efficient pattern of internal trade, 

Africa may be unable to generate the degree of specialization necessary 

to compete effectively in the sale of industrial products in international 

markets. Certainly the rapid growth of the United States has coincided 

with a rate of growth in internal trade much more rapid than in external 

trade, and a principal impetus to the European Economic Community was the 

realization thEt barriers to internal trade would (mly retard development, 

Until we in Africa can generate more trade among o'..lrselves we must continue 

to rely for industrialization on import substitution and the elimination 

of barriers abroad to the import of C''.ll' industrial and processed primary 

products, 

But import substitution itself is limited in Africa by the physical 

a.~d technical barriers to intra-African trade. The extent of import 

substitution depends critically on the size of the market that can be 

served. When it is recalled that many African nations are smaller in 

population - 25 have less than five million people - than the larger cities 

in the United States, Europe and even India, the urgent need to promote 

intra-African trade as a means of accelerating development becomes 

apparent, Indeed, until these physical obstacles to trade have been 

• overcome, it is difficult to imagine import substitution playing the 

important role in development that it t.as already played in Latin America 

and Asia, 

An effective continental infrastructure is also a necessary means 

for promoting the export of industrial, mineral and agricultural products. 

Many areas of the continent still do not have economical methods of 
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1;ra.naport t0 the ooas t or the electrio power to develop natural resources. 

~ wealth of opportunities therefore awaits the development of infrastructure. 

Indeed, that development is a princip2.l method by which private foreign 

capital can be attracted to Africa in large amounts as an important and 

e,ver,growing supplement to offioial development capital. It must be noted, 

however, that the elimination of trade barriers abroad must be successfully 

i;ursued if the full potential of Africa is to be realized, 

The importance of national infrastructure to development has always 

been recognized but the need in Africa for an extensive and effective 

continental infrastructure is even more critical, The problem does not 

exist in (lUi te such an \U'gent form on any other contin<;nt and this may 

account in part for its being neglected in Africa, there having been no 

significant prior experience on which to draw. Building the needed 

i,1frastructure will require massive capital invested in roads, railways, 

·.,,ter-ways, harbours and ports, and power and communications facilities. 

T,:is is a momentous task req_uiring co-ordinated economic planning, political 

,,,,-operation and of course both foreign anc domestic capital. Economic 

,,dvice on the kinds of' inf'rastructure needed, the appropriate order of 

:;,:,iori ties, the pace of implementation and possible sources of fin .. nce is 

an obvious function for ,eJCA to perform, It should also take the lead 

in organizing the co-operative effort that will be essential for success. 

S::he Information Programme 

The development plans prepared by Afr~can countries are a 

C.E,monstration of how much can be done in a positive way on the basis of 

vEry limited data, But every development plan emphasizes the urgent need 

fer more information if better and more effective plans are to be formu

lated and if the implementation of plans is to proceecl on schedule. 

Sources of assistance fre~uently seek information which is not readily 

available; potential investors inq_uire about opportunities about whioh 

w,, ourselves know very little, and data for evaluating our progress are 

sketchy and often become available too late to be fully useful, 

Substantially better basic informa~ion is not only needed for national 

planning but also for the planning of our continental infrastruotu:re. 
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The known resources potential of Africa is huge and greatly under

utilized, It is also true that much of our resource wealth is unknown 

or inaccurately assessed, We need to mount, therefore, an intensive and 

thorough survey of our natural resources. Indeed, such a study must 

proceed concurrently with the planning of our continental infrastructure 

because the most economical location of transport and power facilities 

can only be determined in conJunction with our production and marketing 

potential, There are many obvious and immediate needs for iufrastruot=e 

so that the programme can proceed directly, but the ultimate shape of the 

African infrastructUI'e will be affected by our knowledge of resource . 

potential. I am not speaking solely of mineral resources. We must also le,irr 

more about our watersheds and the best ways of sharing our water supplies 

among countries and for irrigation, power, transport and conservation 

purposes. Our knowledge of soils and rainfall is also limited, Our effort.i 

to learn more about our physical resour6es must be accompanied by extensive 

land-use surveys as a basis for improving our advice to farmers and our 

decisions on other uses of land. 

We also know amazingly little about our human resources. Even our 

estimates of numbers are in many areas little better than guesses, Our 

statistics on births and deaths are abominable and we know very little more 

about migration trends and the attitudes of people, Yet the purpose of 

development is to further the welfare of these very people about whom we 

know so little, 

Progress on data colleotion and storage i·., Africa need not be i cipeded 

by commitments to outmoded methods. As we are just beginning this task 

we have the opportunity to use from the outset the most modern.and efficient 

techniques. We can agree on uniform systems for collecting and classifying 

data, employing perhaps a grid system covering Africa, we can establish 

several data centres thruughout Africa where inform,. tion can be stored 

on tape and analysed with the aid of modern computers, Indeed, this is 

one of the most obvious uses of modern technology in Africa beca~s, it can 

in this instance enable us to get a very important and basic job done in 

the shortest possible time. 
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The collection a:n<'.c f,t~rar:;e of data i3 not a:n end in itself, ·The 

•~:icercisc pays off in the J.:..,alysis and disse::iina:t;ion of information and 

ln i ta use in the :nakin:, o:f better decisions. I am thinking in this 

.vebarci. not only of t,s·over_:!.tiEi.r1ts, but also of decisions i:1 the private 

sector, }Jar·ticularly invc ,tment '4ecisions in the indu~trie,1 field, The 

~ndustrial sector is contributing very little to national incomes in 

Jlfrica. Indeed industri-11 output in all of Africa m:cept South Africa 

is less than that in Swe, c:1 alone, a.-1c, c0ntributes only 14 per cent to 

·:mr national inccme as corc11;aJceC:. :ri th 20 to 30 ]Jcr ce..<1t in La.tin America 
• :tnd 40 to 50 :;;er cent in ·,;1e adva"lced countries, 

1\iJ I have already 1-ointec, out, an improv.:a. continental infrastructure 

·,.cill open up many opportuxj, ties for industrial development but we must 

c.lso e,1SUl'e that these op~oortu.>1ities are wid.Jly kno1m a.vid understood, 

i:n many acl.vanced countries the identifice,tion and evaluation of indus

trial op_c•ortuni ties is c .<lily and willingly performed by the private 

::ectol' in the competitive race for profit. Inde.ed the initial approach 

to .tLis c,,roblem in man;y A?rican countries also, was to assume that private 

ente:c·:::,rise ooulec be lef's ·co itself to accomplish this task, Experience 

now SU,3:(c;ests, however, ',:1at reliance on private enterprise alone to 

discover industrial op1·ortuni ties will not yield the 2°apid industrialization 

necessary to make a noticeable impact on poverty and underdevelopment, 

In the iir3t place, the very scarcity of indigen0us enterpreneurs means 

that those people with tho most intimate knowledge of African resources 

a:id asyh·ations are una,)lo to recognize, appreciate or take advantage 

•cf the abundant op,,ortunities in the industrial field, In the second 

rl,l-Ce, ,ma."ly of the indL>:::tria.lists =cl financiers outside Africa have 

:-, ,t ~et a.cg_uired a fin,'c-:1,21d. k.-1owleclge of Africa., and must therefore 

a ;,enec substantially more time and mone;y to investi6ate the feasibility 

,; f a. ;:reject in Africa t;1<111 woulci be necessary in the 1·amiliar sur

r,)unc'-inc:,s of their home cum try, In the African oonto,:·G, therefore, 

i·s hc:c; become absolutel; ;,ecessar;y to :i.ncrease our ill',·estment of time 

and r.1oney in surve;rin.:; :-m,. evaluatin!:,' industrial opportunities as a 

service to potential fo,ei3,11 and domestic investors. 
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Suhstantial work of this kind has already been undertaken by ECA, 

Numerous opportunities have been identified by sub-regions, the future 

demand for many products has been estimated, some raw material supplies 

have been identified and for some industries suitable sites have been 

euggeated. Similar studies on a considerably smaller scale have also been 

undertaken by various development banks in the African countries and on 

occasion by outside consultants on specific contract, 

What has been done is simply not enough, In the future rapid 

industrialization will requir·e a :nuch more •arefully organized approa•:i. 

to the identification and evaluation of industrial projects, primarily 

to overcome the sheer ignorance of both foreign and domestic investors 

with regard to opportunities in Africa, 

I suggested last month at the Addis Ababa Conference of Industrialists 

and Financiers th~t serious consideration should be given to the 

establishment of several ::easibility analysis oentres at strategic points 

throughout Africa. These centres would survey industrial opportunities 

and assess the feasibility of promising projects as a service to government 

and, as. time permits, directly to private investors at cost, Specifically, 

each centre would -

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

identify a..~d survey industrial opportunities; 

perform feasibility studies coverin; -

costs and methods of production; 

marketing and management problems; 

potential contribution to development; 

(a} 

(b) 

(o) 

{d) 

(e) 

(f) 

nature of sub-regional co-operation re~uired, if pertinent; 

possible sources of finance and management, and 

identification cf economic levels of protection or subsidy; 

assist in identifying and negotiating with interested foreign 

and domestic investors; 

(4) perform follow-up eva.luations as projects get under way, 
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Saoh centres could be established within or under the sponsorship of EC.A, 

and indeed the Executive Seoretary of ECA has tabled at this oonferenoe 

a report which recomrr.ends the establishment of industrial ~~formation and 

promotion Centres. This recommendRtion should be supported and the 

co-operation and active participatior: of national and international 

aeisociations of commerce and industry should be enlisted in the endeavour, 

After all, private investors will profit as a result of the work of the 

oe.ntree .• and they, ehoµld be willing to contribute, collectively if not 

ir.dividually, to their effective operation. Moreover, such associations 

should assist in identifying suitable staff and specialized consultants. 

The third aspect of the programme to fill the inform tion vacuum 

is the intensification of our research activities, There is a wide 

rgnge of problems to be solved in Africa and only concerted, well

organized research efforts will yield the solutions we seek, T·hree 

poblem areas in particlan.rmerit special attention - nutrition and food 

p·oduction, education and training, and the social end economic problems 

oi' development, 

The need to find better foods and to increase the nutritive content 

of those we now produce is an urgent research matter if the diets of our 

people are to be improved and infant mortality reduced, We must also 

find and employ more efficient food varieties, methods of cultivation 

ani means for storing and preserving food so th•, t increasing quantities 

will be available. Research on the recovery and use of arid areas is 

pa~tioularly needed in Africa. Scientists must also help us to reduce 

i~sect, crop disease and rodent damagG to crops whioh destroy more than 

a third of our food before it is harvested. Progress on these problems 

is not only basic to development; it is bLsic to our very survival. 

The methods now employed to develop our human resources are both 

arehaic and unsuited to our needs, Rote learning and examination passing, 

fr,,quently in irrelevant subject m&tters, have become almost a.r. end in 

themselves. Research on the learning process, the identification of 

aptitudes, teaching methods, and curriculum should enable us to educate 

many more people, more suitably and faster for the same money, 
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The waste in education is apparent in the advanced countries also, but they 

can afford waste - we can't. Research on informal means of human learning 

and development and on the acquisition of traits, such as integrity, 

imagination and initiative, is also urgently needed if we are to make 

full use of our human resources. 

Finally, we need extensive inter-disciplinary re~earch on the social 

and economic problems associated with development. How oan we best adapt 

modern technologies to our needs? Can we find solutions to our g»owing 

unemployment problem? Are the fiscal policies and tax measures we have 

borrowed from advanced countries, which have abundant capital, a shortage 

of labour and no subsistence sector, appropriate for us? Can we distribute 

incomes so th tour food production is spread effectively to all our 

people? Should each of us aim at self-sufficiency in food production or are 

there advantages to be gained from specialization and exchange? How can 

traditions antagonistic to development be modified? What is the impact of 

rapid change on the moral and cultural values of our people? All of you 

could add equally important Q.uestions to this list, but where is the massive 

research effort needed to fi.nd answers to these questions? 

I suggest that in Africa we need at least one large-scale research 

institute dealing with each of these three sets of problems. The centre 

being started in Nigeria is a beginning on food research, but where are 

the others? We cannot depend on research abroad. While the problems I 

have mentioned have an international flavour, they have unique characteristic,, 

in Africa, Research on European agriculture is not directly applicable to 

tropical agriculture; educational systems in all advanced countries have 

obvious shortcomings in Africa; and economic policies formulated in fully 

employed economies have little relevance for us, The research we need must 

be done here, not in Faris or London and not at Yale or Harvard, We have 

contributed, not always willingly, a number of our well-educated people 

whom we could ill-afford to lose to bolster professional ranks in the 

advanced countries. The institutes I propose may help to reverse this flow. 

The foundations could assist us tremendously in this aspect of the informa

tion programme, but it is also an investment that should qualify for 

financial support on a gr,.nt basis from the International Development 

Association, 
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The information programme will have a o~itical impact Ol;l long

term de:velopment and will assist significantly:, in the shortE!r .term 

ae well - but it is not an aotion programme in the same sense as the 

other three, I return then to positive proposals for visible develop

~ent on the ground in discussing the Food Programme, 

A food programme for Africa must be intimately related to the 

needs of the rest of the world. Our aim is not self-sufficiency; it 

is to become a m:i.j.or net supplier to the rest of the world, No 

matter how successful our efforts are to industrialize, it relll&ins a 

fact tbat Africa will be for many generations, primarily a producer 

of agricultural and other primary produots. We must learn to.\J.r,, it 

well and on a rapidly growing so.ale, This will require a massive 

frc,ntal attack, not only on the research rn,edS: to wh:i.gil:I J; have alread,y 

referred, but also on the practical problems of production, stox.age 

and. marketing. 

The most critical and immediate problem is the storage and· 

preservation of food, In particular, we need in Afrioa•capital for 

the construction of storage facilities and finance for the crops to 

be stored. Continuing famine conditions in many parts of the world 

and the rapid depletion of surplus food stocks in the United States could 

sig:::ial a major catastrophe for mankind. T.hese factors may also fore

sha,iow rising prices for basic food crops. It certainly means that 

maj()r efforts ·must be made throughout the world to expand production. 

The matter is urgent a.nd cannot await the slow response of production 

to prices which may, in fact, not rise until the catastrophe is up<m 

us. Thought is being given, notably in the Kennedy Round discussions, 

to i.ncreasing production in advnnced countries. It is important for 

prod.uction to be inor.eased in developine nations as well, not only for 

domestic use but also to supply food to countries with shortages. The 

stimulation of production in advanced· countrie,; will help famine-stricken 

areas; similar efforts in the develcping :r:ations themselves will further 

· development as welL Ai'rica i!! well placed and endowed to assist in 

this gigantic task, It has the natural resources, and the area.11 .of 
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major world shc,rtage lie just across the Indian Ocean from Eastern 

Africa. Unfortunately today Africa is a small net importer of 

grain. This is a situation that must be quickly corrected,. 

I suggest, therefore, that the United Nations make advance 

commitments to purchase essential stocks of basic foods at negotiated 

prices from those African nations who may be able to grow surpluses. 

The United Nations should also construct essential storage facilities 

in these countries. Both the storage facilities and the grains s·.ored 

would remain the property of the United Nations, and the food could be 

drawn upon and shipped by the United Nations whenever and wherever the 

need arises. It is no longer sufficient for one or a few nations to 

assume the responsibility for supplying and otherwise arranging 

to meet the needs of famine areas. It is a world problem requiring 

a co-ordinated solution, The United Nations is an appropriate organiza

tion; Africa can contribute and benefit by participating, I am aware 

that proposals of this kind have been the subject of discussion for 

many, many years, It is now time for constructive action. 

A storage and marketing programme along these lines should by 

itself lead to a substantial expansion of the production of staple 

foods. Other complementary measures are also necessary primarily to 

increase agricultural productivity, open up new lands, reclaim 

exhausted acres, and by these means expand output. The research 

efforts to which I have referred must be followed up by effective' 

systems of well-manned extension services, the determination and 

implementation of sound land tenure policies, the development of 

transport and marketing facilities in the rural areas, and the pro

v;i.sion of loan capital on a large scale to small farmers, None Of 

these fundamental needs can qualify as a "glamour project", but taken 

together and on the scale I am contemplating, they would have a pro

found impact on development, employment, and attitudes toward rural 

living, We must in Africa find means of expanding in a big way the 

flow of capital for rural and agricultural development, The seriousness 

of the situation can be indicated by noting that while perhaps 75 per 

cent of our economy is based on agriculture only 6 per cent of official 
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aid to all countries and 15 per cent of technical assistance has 

beer. committed to agriculture in recent years. 

The handling and marketing of food products today involves 

considerable waste and unnecessary expense. The rationalization 

of this phase of food processing could save millions of dollars and 

at the same time serve as an impetus to development. lfJy suggestion 

is that much of the processing of food that now takes place in 

advanced countries should be transferred to the developing countries 

. where the basic crops are grown. It makes basic sense to transport 

food as cheaply as possible and to process it as quickly as possible 

if w~ste and spoilage can be reduced by so doing. The canning of 

various foods before shipment is an obvious example. It would also 

be more e.oonomic to make instant coffee and tea where the products 

,'l.re grown. The production of powdered milk and other dehyd,rated 

foods must also be encouraged in developing countries, What is 

needed here is not capital and technical assista_noe - private investors 

will supply these quickly enough. We need the elimination of those 

tra-ie barriers in advanced nations that prevent these kinds of 

economies from being realized and at the same time make the develop

ment task so much harder. 

l'he Human Resources Programme 

Perhaps the most rewardinc and fundamental task confronting us 

:is t.1e development of human resources. While it must be given the 

high,ast priority today for economic reasons, the benefits cf success 

will extend well beyond material welfare alone. We are today, however, 

faced with a gigantic shortage of high-and middle-level manpower and 

a ge:1eral illiteracy problem that hampers labour force efficiency 

and ,,ffecti ve agrioul tural extension work, While 9 7- per cent of the 

people 15 years of age and over in many advanced countries are literate, 

probably less than 20 per cent in that age group can read and write in 

Afrioa. Literacy rates are considerably higher in most other developing 

countries being, for example, about 85 per cent in Argentina, 70 per cent 

. --~ ·;, 
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in Thailand, 60 per cent in Mexico and Burma, and 50 per cent in 

Brazil, Our vast shortages of trained manpower are also not typical 

of the rest of the developing world, India today even has a problem 

finding employment for its university graduates, The problem in 

Africa is therefore a very special one and it demands special attention 

on a vast scale. As I conceive of it, our Human Resources Programme 

must in the near future concentrate on overcoming our manpower shortages. 

Our need for high-and middle-level manpower will require a very 

rapid and large expansion of secondary school and university facilities. 

We do not, however, want monuments for universities; we want practical 

centres for effective study and learning. We cannot afford luxurious 

accommodations or exot'ic subjects and must ensure that our facilities 

are fully utilized thxoughout each day, over a lengthy academic year 

and during vacation periods. ,ie also cannot afford the low student

teacher ratioa or the elite pattern of education typical in s·ome of 

the advanced countries, Our c=riculum structure must be accommodated 

to our needs at both secondary and university leveis and designed at 

every stage for those who will be leaving school for jobs or specialized 

training as well as for those who will be fortunate enough to continue. 

lla.pid expansion will not be effective, however, unless fundamental 

and related services are also iLoreased. In particular, we must have 

curriculum materials prepared for African needs, including.specialist 

training courses and pre-vocational work, as well as history, geography 

and social institutions courses. We must also have modern testing 

equipnHmt and the means to design, prepare, interpret and improve 

a.ptitude•and achievement testing. 

I have often felt that some who assist us in our development efforts 

have tried to discourage the rapid expansion of our educational faoi

lities. The argument is that we may overproduce and create graduate 

unemployment. This danger exists but we must first atterr.pt to 

oiroumvent it by expanding job opportunities, not by curtailing 

enrolments. A massive programme in education does require massive 

development efforts in other sectors. Moreover, some over-produotian 
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may stimulate enterprising people to· oreate self-employment opportuni

ties and may also enable many positions to be up-graded more rapidly 

than otherwise. In the final analysis and for obvious reasons we 

si:nply cannot treat o-,-o:·-proc'.·_:'.)tic:i in eduoa tion with the methods 

appropriate to o·;-.::-:;:,:::-oduotion of ooff J ,. 

Many of our manpower req_uirements must be provided for outside 

th·, walls of our educational institutions. We need. extension services 

ani oapi tal for fledgling entrepreneurs, the means to pro.vide training 

an,i practice for potential managers, apprenticeship and training schemes 

in all major industries, and practical programmes_ for training farmers. 

Suoh costs cannot be assumed entirely by our industrialists and large 

faJ:mers without harming their already precarious comp_eti ti ve position 

in international markets, The existing private ceotor, small as it is, 

alBO cannot provide training for new industries not yet established. 

Trr,ining and apprenticeship opportunities abroad are therefore needed 

for many middle-level oooupations as well as the expansion of university 

scitolarships. 

ifnile manpower shortages are the dominant consideration in this 

programme we must also take positive steps to expand primary school 

em·olments and reduce illi teraoy among our adult population. Primary 

education i.s the pedestal on which all further formal education must 

res.t, Its q_uality must be high, based on a mo~orn curriculum taught 

by well-trained teachers. M0reover, the failure to expand enrolments 

ra,;,idly means a considerable exte:,-ision into the future of the illiteracy 

prcblem, 

Adult illiteracy is not simply a social and cultural problem. It 

muet be stamped out in order to promote national unity and to lay a 

basis for an efficient labour force in both rural and urban areas. 

To be effective, hqwever, adult literacy efforts must have a purpose 

that is meaningful, not only to the nation '.:ut to each participating 

aiult, Too frequently in the past literacy has been taught for its 

own sake and quickly forgotten •;h,:m meaningful follow-up materiala 

were not available, 
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We need then strong educational programmes in all three of these 

areas - manpower, primary level, and ac.ult literacy. The moulding 

of our nations and the development of our continent cannot be wholly 

successful until all of our people can participate effectively in 

both the effort and the benefits. 

Policies and Procedures 

The programme I have sketched will be expensive in both develop-

ment capital and technical assistance. The earliest and most pressing 

need will be for technical assistance on a significantly greater soale 

than in the past. There is first of all the need to plan and design 

the infrastructure programme which will be a mammoth task if carried 

out properly. The preparation and co--ordj_;::;:1tionof projects in the 

other programmes will also demand more expert and professional manpower 

than we in Africa C'1n supply. There is no g_uestion in my mind that 

all of us in recent years have greatly underestimated the time and 

manpower reg_uired for project preparation, This is partly because 

. , 

the red tape and mass of detail involved ha~ increased, often un

necessarily, partly because we are relatively new in this development 

business, and finally because the African situation is not a simple 

replica of situations in other developing area·s and experience in those 

areas by people and institutions has not been readily transferable to 

Africa. The project formulation bottler.eek, which has now reached serious 

.proportions, must be broken. 

We shall also require massive infusions of teachers, curriculum 

specialists, testing experts, agTonomists, economists, architects, 

engineers, physical planners, data processors,· statisticians, and 

researchers of all kinds. A truly massive influx over the next several 

years is the most effective way in which we can train our own manpower 

while simultaneously carrying out our £'.::i1,it5.o:_,_s development programme. 

The need is clear; the critical g_uestion is can these experts be found 

and furnished in the vast numbers that will be needed. Technical 

assistance is already flowing most heavily to Africa. To double that 

flow quickly would put a sevre strain on existing recruiting methods and 
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would require a substantial increase in grants to cover the costs involved, 

Moreover, unless our needs are carefully and clearly defined, ll!Uch of the 

additional tecli:riical assistance may be inefficiently employed. These 

problems are serious but not insurmountable,· 

Tne most urgent need is for the substantial expansion of planning 

staff in ECA and the African DevelopmLnt Bank so that meaningful estimates 

of our teohr,ical assistance needs oan be formulated. Simultaneously, 

our main sources of bilateral and multilateral technical assistance 

should be devising methods for expanding the flow and widening the net 

to inc.lude more countries and to n;ake fuller use of private. as well as 

public channels, The use of longer term contracts and expert groups 

or teams should also ease the recruitment problem. Indeed, the organiza

tion of international management groups for major oontinental infrastructure 

projects might be considered as a means of ensuring oontinui.ty from the 

initiation of planniro.g until completion, 

If this African Technical Assistance Effort can be mounted and 

or,5.anized quickly and efficiently, it should within a decade be fading 

away. After all, a fundamental purpose of the effort is to make technical 

as,;istanoe unnecessary. 

The organization of a substantially larger flow of development 

capital is a more complex matter requiring a more imaginative use of 

tho world's capital markets and the fullest co-operation of the. advanced 

countries. It is time I think for Africa to draw on the world's oapital 

markets on a much larger scale than in the past and the African Develop

ment Bank is an appropriate means for doing so. By pooling.our efforts 

anci credit standings we should be able to.borrow larger amounts at more 

rea.sonable terms, Guarantees and interest subsidies by the advanoed 

001.:,ntriee would make such flotations easier and reduce the costa to 

Africa at very little expense to the assiating nations. Projects 

financed in this wa.y must of course, be economically viable within the 

maturity periods of the loans. Many aspects of the Food Programme might 

l>!l financed in this way. 
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But the bulk of the Development Programme for Africa must .be financed 

on a more liberal basis than we can manage through oommero~al capital 

markets, We must therefore seek a substantial expansion in the flow 

of official development.capital and indeed considerable liberalization 

of the terms on which it is now being received, Official bilateral loans 

in 1965 averaged 22.2 years in length and 3.6 per cent interest. But 

investments in information, education, continental infrastructure and 

even basic agricultural services are not likely to pay off quickly enough 

to be financed safely on such terms. On the other hand basic investments 

of the kind I have outlined will co~tinue to pay off for centuries. These 

basic investments are absolutely necessary to our development; we need 

capital for them on terms that make sense. 

The external development capital for the programme I have sketohed 

should be largely in the form of grants or alternatively century loans 

at low intere8t rates with a 20-year moratorium on both principal and 

interest. 'I'he external capital needed should be expended and distributed 

by the African Development Bank. It should be raised through an inter

national oonaortiura of advanced nations in the form of special subscrip

tions in order to avoid jeopardy to existing aid programmes. Clearly 

an appropriate balance mu,rt be maintained among continental, sub-regional 

and national projects, The crash programme I am proposing is not a 

substitute for what we are already doing; it is an important, basic and 

necessary addition. 

I know that questions will ~e raised about the realism of the pro

gramme I have suggested and more particularly about the likelihood that 

the African countries can zecure the substantial degree of economic co

operation necessary to initiate the programme and see it throughto frui

tion. I have confidence that we in .Africa can do our part. The needs 

of our various countries are uneven. Some have ample foreign exchange; 

others are short of it. Some have scall surpluses of high-level. manpower; 

most have serious shortages. Some have arid lands; others tropical rain 

forest, Some are land-lock8d:oth9rs are little more than coastal strips. 

Some have emphasized industrial develop1c~nt; others have conoentrated 
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on ag:rioultural di veredf'ibation, It follows that the various programmes 

of the Development Strategy for Africa will affect our several countries 

differently. It is, however, clearly to our mutual benefit t.o bi.ild 

a continental infrastructure, to generate basic information, to educate 

our people and to contribute what we can to the world's food supply, 

Our differences are also a souroe of strength. They are a means 

by which we can help each other, Those countries in a position to do 

so Jan assist others with their manpower needs. Neighbouring countries 

oan pool their resources to ensure more even development. They can 

al,N share markets so that large-scale enterprises have a reasonable 

o:ia,1ce of success. Foreign exchange pre bl ems too, can be alleviated 

through mutual effort. Much more can also be done to harmonize develop.. 

men~ plans and in this way to ensure a co-ordinated approach to common 

problems. The sucoess of the programme I have outlined rests squarely 

on 1;he degree of economic co-operation we in Africa can achieve. 

I propose, therefore, that ECA should be asked to convene a meeting 

soor., of all economic and finance ministers in the developing countries 

of ~£rica for the purpose of agreeing on a unified and co-ordinated 

approach to the advanced nations along the lines I have indicated. In 

preparation for that meeting EOA, in consultation with the African 

Development Bank, should assemble appropriate materials and a more 

specific and detailed plan including rough estimates of capital and 

manpower requirements. Perhaps at the meeting I have proposed, a 

committee of ministers can be appointed to assist the Executive Secretary 

of EJA in preliminary discussions with the advanced countries, 

Our development is at stake. Nothing less than a major effort, 

both within Africa and by our friends overseas can produce the progress 

we soak and make our continent a mature contributor to the world economy, 

What is more it is only through the process that I have suggested that 

we Co,n achieve real continental economic co-operation and create what 

may be termed the "African economy". Unless we do something, a few of 

our countries may develop while others stagnate. But above all, I fear 

that our dependence on the countries outside Africa will never come to 
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an end. ife shall continue to be manipulated and exee.cted to respond 

to the economic needs and pressures from outside, There will be the 

continuous danger cf Africa being dominated eoonomically by "spheres 

of inf'luence" projected by the different developed nations, 

The initiative and deoision to co-operate construotively roust come 

from Africa and it is in this spirit that I invite all my colleagues 

to consider most critically but positively all that I have said here 

today. 




